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BENDING HER TO THE BEAR’S WILL The human thinks I’m stalking her.
Maybe I am. But I’m not the only one. There’s something evil in these woods
and it preys on single women. I’m not about to let the sexy scientist fall into its
lair. Even if that means holding her prisoner in my cabin. Keeping her where I can
see her at all times. Bending her to my bear’s will. Just until the storm passes.
Until her research is finished. Then I’ll let her go. I swear. Publisher’s Note:
Alpha’s Prey is a stand-alone book in the Bad Boy Alpha’s series. HEA
guaranteed, no cheating. This book contains a grouchy, manly bear with a
penchant for protecting and dominating his female. If such material offends you,
do not buy this book.
Considers the methodological and ethical implications of child-parent research
and the importance of honoring youth voices and co-investigating meaning
making.
"Naughty girls will be punished, Mouse." College Coed LuAnn should not be
lusting over her gorgeous stepbrother, especially when he's taken on the
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temporary role of her guardian until her parents return home from Europe. She
certainly shouldn't be calling him "daddy" and letting him take control of her life.
But when she gets kicked out of her college dorm, Brad's the one who shows up
to collect her, and now she must answer to him… or suffer the consequences.
SHE'S ALWAYS BEEN MINE Don G gave me an order--find his daughter.
Straighten her out. Bring her home. Sure--taking the mafia princess in hand will
be my pleasure. But she’s not going home--she’s staying with me. Because
despite the marriage contract to another family, Jenna Pachino has always been
mine.
STOLEN FROM AUCTION Khrys My career is on the line here. King Zander
demoted me. The planet is in crisis over a viral epidemic affecting the human halfbreeds. If I could get my hands on the genetically modified human she could be
the answer to both problems. But I didn’t expect to fall for the feisty little female
who stole my heart while I stole her body. Kailani I’m an upgraded human.
Genetically modified by my Kraa masters to be immune to any illness. Faster.
Stronger. A better slave for the new master who buys me at auction. I planned to
escape before that happened. But those plans were thwarted by the giant purple
horned alien. The warrior didn’t buy me—he stole me. And now he’s bringing me
back to his planet. He says my life will be more than tests in a lab but I don’t
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know if I can trust him. I don’t know if I can trust my own judgment. Not when
I’m falling for him more and more every planet rotation…
IF SHE WANTS BACK ON THE SET, SHE'LL HAVE TO CALL HIM DADDY
Marissa’s acting career teeters on the brink of implosion. Her mansion is under
foreclosure. Her rockstar boyfriend left her for a supermodel, and partying too
much gets her fired from her current film. Her only hope is to convince her co-star
and one of the producers to give her another chance. The spoiled starlet shows
up at his front door, soaking wet and begging. But if she wants back on the
picture, she’ll have to submit. He’s in charge of her now. In charge of her days.
In charge of her nights. In charge of her Hollywood-perfect body. And she’ll call
him Daddy. Trouble is, when the filming is over, he might have to let her go.
NOTE: This stand-alone romance was originally published under the name Her
Hollywood Daddy.
Centuries from now, and millions of miles away, how are the sexes getting
along? Zandia, the farthest planet in the known universe, is usually peaceful, but
they're about to have their views on women blown apart. Sui Erom has taken
drastic measures to live as suits her, not society. Hiding on a transporter, she
leaves her home planet for another world. Working as a translator, she feels
intelligent and productive, although not entirely fulfilled. She has been unable to
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find a mate who satisfies any of her physical needs or one to trust with her heart.
Xer Rich is the heir to the Zandian throne, he wants to enjoy an wide range of
female companions, and expects to play the sport in which he excels. It's a shock
when at the first match he hears the official translator's voice and is caught in her
seductive yet familiar web. Xer soon realizes she is Zandian and must assert his
right to have her in his bed. He will not be denied but things quickly spiral beyond
what either of them expected. The Zandian national speedball team comes to
Earth for a Universal competition and sets in motion events that force Sui to
make a decision on what she wants from life and Xer to rethink his ultimate goals
... no problem.
They have always shared…everything. What if one small woman manages to
break that bond? Kara Shepherd is about to compete in her last gymnastics meet
and graduate from college. A week before graduation, her roommates drag her
out to a country bar to live a little before entering the real world. She has no idea
the course of her future is about to take a sharp turn. Justin Masters and his
lifelong friend, Trevor Shields, share everything from their home to their women.
At twenty-eight years old, neither has met their mate, nor are they in a hurry to
find a woman who will end their long-standing arrangement with each other. Their
dairy farm, a few miles outside of town, allows them the luxury of shifting to their
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wolf form any time they want in relative seclusion. Justin’s world tips when Kara
walks into the bar on a random Friday night. Immediately recognizing her scent
as that of his mate, he is drawn to her by forces beyond his control. Nervous
about sharing the news with Trevor, Justin is relieved to realize Kara is also his
best friend’s mate. Now all they have to do is convince Kara she belongs with
them and track down a stalker who seems hell-bent on taking Kara for himself.
?This book is a re-release of a previously published book. No additions or
changes have been made to the story.
I'm a firm believer in happily ever afters. So when my sister died, leaving behind
a daughter, I swallowed my grief, dumped my boyfriend, and caught the first
plane to Idaho. I wasn't prepared to meet my niece, let alone be a single parent.
But that didn't stop me. I never expected to have the romp of my life with a
grumpy stranger on my first night in Whisper Springs. But I threw caution to the
wind. Imagine my surprise when that brooding bad-boy turned out to be my
niece's savior. And my heartbreak when I discovered the man we'd both fallen for
was a dangerous criminal. Happy endings never come easy. But don't worry; I'm
a fighter. And sometimes, our scariest challenges become the most extraordinary
adventures. **** Whisper Springs belonged in my rearview, and I had long since
put my past to rest. Then she came along, a tiny captive who captured my heart.
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My hometown was the only safe place to take the broken child. I didn't belong,
wasn't wanted, and had no intention of sticking around. Until her aunt barreled
into town, all beauty, bravery, and fighting spirit. Moriah challenged me, riled me,
and fell into me time and time again. And hell, I liked catching that live wire.
Those girls believed me a hero. Little did they know, I'd always been the bad guy.
The sweet human is pregnant with my pup. We had one night together and then she ghosted.
Apparently, I'm not part of her "life plan." Whatever, baby. Plans change. She thinks I'm a
player. That I won't stick around. She thinks I don't have what it takes to be a dad. That I won't
drop everything and dedicate my life to our baby. To our family. To her. She's wrong. She
thinks I'll walk away? She has no idea what she's in for. A wolf never walks away from his
mate, and he always protects his pups. I may not have marked her yet, but I will. And if she
tries to run, I'll follow.
HUMAN FEMALES CANNOT BE TRUSTED. She killed to escape her former slave master.
Stowed away on my ship. Injected me with poison. Now she’s been remanded to me for
probation. It’s my job to watch her. Rule over her. Discipline her. It’s up to me to decide if
she’s worthy of asylum on our planet. And I’m dragging my feet on the decision. Because
stars know, I like her right where I have her. In my home. In my bed. Kept by me.
A werewolf, an owl shifter, and a scientist walk into a bar… Sam I was born in a lab, fostered
out to humans, then tortured in a cage. Fate allowed me to escape, and I know why. To
balance the scales of justice. Right the misdeeds of the harvesters. Nothing matters but taking
down the man who made me what I am: A monster driven by revenge, whatever the cost. Then
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I meet Layne. She thinks I’m a hero. But she doesn’t understand—If I don’t follow this
darkness to its end, it will consume me. Layne I’ve spent my life in the lab, researching the
cure for the disease that killed my mom. No late nights out, no dates, definitely no boyfriend.
Then Sam breaks into my lab, steals my research, and kidnaps me. He’s damaged. Crazy.
And definitely not human. He and his friends are on a mission to stop the company that’s been
torturing shifters, and now I’m a part of it. Sam promises to protect me. And when he touches
me, I feel reborn. But he’s hellbent on revenge. He won’t give it up. Not even for me.
Zandian Masters Books 1-4 is a LIMITED-TIME EDITION boxset of the four two books in the
steamy alien warrior Zandian Masters series by USA Today Bestselling romance author Renee
Rose… Dive into the first four dark erotic romance novels in USA Today Bestselling Author
Renee Rose's Zandian Masters series. Featuring: HIS HUMAN SLAVE (Steamy Alien Warrior
Romance) COLLARED AND CAGED, MY HUMAN SLAVE AWAITS HER TRAINING Like all
humans, she was born into galactic slavery. I bought and paid for her, which means she’s
mine now. Mine to use. Because according to our gene-matching program, she’ll produce the
best offspring. And our species is nearly extinct. In the meantime, I must teach her to yield to
my will, accept my discipline, and serve me as her one true master. -- And the next three
books in the series bundle: HIS HUMAN PRISONER TRAINING HIS HUMAN His HUMAN
REBEL "I've been completely blown away by this series" ~The Romance Reviews Publisher's
Note: This collection of stand-alone erotic romances contains spankings and intense sexual
scenes with dominant alien masters who claim their human female for life. HEA guaranteed. If
such material offends you, do not read it.
The Zandians have taken back their planet. Now they need brides. All human females have
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been assigned to mates. Yes, mates, multiple.I've been given to three handsome
males--cousins. Huge, purple and horned, they act like they want to eat me for breakfast.After
what I've been through with previous slave masters, I don't know how I'll survive this. But I
have to. It's adapt or be sent off-planet, which would mean my death, considering I'm wanted
for murder.My mates cannot find out I'm not able to reproduce. I need to keep my secret, figure
out a way to survive, stay focused. But when the Zandian warriors claim me, they make me
forget my past and scream with pleasure.I can't let myself fall for them.If they learn my secret,
I'll lose more than my life. I'll lose my heart
I MARKED YOU. YOU BELONG TO ME. Nash I’ve survived suicide missions in war zones.
Shifter prison labs. The worst torture imaginable. Nothing knocked me off my feet... until the
beautiful lioness they threw in my cage. We shared one night before our captors ripped us
apart. Now I’m free, and my lion is going insane. He’ll destroy me from the inside out if I don’t
find my mate. I don’t know who she is. I don’t know where she lives. All I have is a video of
her. But I’ll die if I don’t find her, and make her mine. I’m coming for you, Denali. Denali They
took me from my home, they killed my pride, they locked me up and forced me to breed. They
took everything from me and still I survived. But one night with a lion shifter destroyed me.
Nash took the one thing my captors couldn’t touch—my heart. Somehow I escaped, and live in
fear that they will come for me. It’s killing my lioness, but I’ve got to hide--even from Nash.
I’ve got to protect the one thing I have left to lose. Our cub.
Night of the ZandiansA Reverse Harem Alien Warrior RomanceIndependently Published
Pack Rule #6: Keep humans away from pack land. My alpha told me to get rid of her. Make
nice and find out if she’ll sell her property. Keep her from bringing more humans close to our
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land. But before I even met her, I caught her scent. The moon’s full, and I had to follow it. I
couldn’t stop myself. I ran straight into human territory, onto her property. Found her bathing
naked in the moonlight and showed her my wolf. Now all bets are off. My alpha may want her
gone, but I need her to stay. In fact, I’ll do anything to make sure she never, ever leaves.
SHE’S GETTING A FAKE BOYFRIEND--ME. WHETHER SHE LIKES IT OR NOT. The leggy
car thief is trouble with a capital T. My brother went down because of her I need to find him
before the cops do. Which means I’m not letting her out of my sight. Anywhere the human
goes, I go. I’ll play her fake boyfriend. Sleep in her bedroom. Go to her prep school classes.
Take her to the homecoming dance. I will learn all her secrets, find out all her games. By the
time I’m done with her, she’ll be sorry. Sorry she ever set foot in our shop. Sorry we ever met.
Sorry she made me fall for her.
MINE TO PROTECT. MINE TO PUNISH. MINE. I’m a lone wolf, and I like it that way.
Banished from my birth pack after a bloodbath, I never wanted a mate. Then I meet Kylie. My
temptation. We’re trapped in an elevator together, and her panic almost makes her pass out in
my arms. She’s strong, but broken. And she’s hiding something. My wolf wants to claim her.
But she’s human, and her delicate flesh won't survive a wolf's mark. I'm too dangerous. I
should stay away. But when I discover she's the hacker who nearly took down my company, I
demand she submit to my punishment. And she will. Kylie belongs to me. Publisher’s Note:
Alpha’s Temptation is a stand-alone book in the Bad Boy Alphas series. HEA guaranteed, no
cheating.
SHE SURVIVED THE CRASH... THEY'LL MAKE HER WISH SHE HADN'T. Mira thought the
crash into an alien planet was bad. Even worse was their police chasing her through a mall
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and shooting at her. Imprisonment for her and her shipmates’ supposed crimes took the cake.
But now they've sentenced her to a lifetime “fostering” with two enormous males who punish
her, keep her subjugated and force her to call them “master.” And they’ve given her a
job--raising their three nieces, whom she inadvertently orphaned when her ship crashed. Twin
brothers Jakk and Gav’n already have their hands full trying to manage their three unruly and
grieving nieces. The last thing they need is a rebellious human. Except they find she’s more
than worth the trouble. She may be unwilling, but she is beautiful, intelligent and best of all,
bound to them for life. Read USA Today Bestselling Author Renee Rose's stand-alone
contribution to the steaming dark romance sci-fi series Captives of Pra'kir! Publisher's Note:
This stand-alone romance is part of a five book series with authors Maren Smith, Dinah
McLeod, Megan Michaels and Kate Richards. HEA guaranteed, no cliffhangers!
NO ONE TAKES WHAT’S MINE. The lovely attorney kept a secret from me. A baby she’s
been carrying since Valentine’s night. The night we were thrown together by the roulette
wheel. She never contacted me. Meant to keep me in the dark. She’s about to find out what
happens when you cross a bratva boss. Punishment is in order. Sequestering until the birth.
And I’ll use that time to win her surrender. Because I don’t just plan to keep the baby— I plan
to make his mother my bride. And it would be much better for both of us if she were willing.
Zandian Masters Books 5-8 is a LIMITED-TIME EDITION box set of the last four books in the
steamy alien warrior Zandian Masters series by USA Today Bestselling romance author Renee
Rose… THEY WILL OWN THEIR FEMALES' SUBMISSION... These four alien romance books
conclude the Zandian Masters series bundle set your kindle on fire! HIS HUMAN VESSEL
HER MATE AND MASTER ZANDIAN PET HIS HUMAN POSSESSION Publisher's Note: This
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collection of stand-alone erotic romances contains spankings and intense sexual scenes with
dominant alien masters who claim their human female for life. HEA guaranteed. If such
material offends you, do not read it.
They Bought Me At Auction - Claimed Me As Theirs! Two purple, horned males with massive
chests and arms as thick as my waist. They’re taking me to Zandia to bear their young. The
only trouble - I’m already pregnant! And if my former master finds me, he’ll tear me to pieces,
once his young is born... My new masters are firm, but kind. They give far more pleasure than
pain. Their planet is beautiful. But when they find out my secret, I have no doubt they’ll cast
me out. And my life will be forfeit! Because no human female with a bounty on her head
survives a lunar cycle alone...
Two Marks Pack Rule: Always mate in pairs. I caught her scent when I was on enforcer
business. Knew she must be the one. I brought my alpha back with me. Because our bloodline
mates in pairs. Two males for every she-wolf. The one we’re going to spoil and protect. Carry
off to make a home together. Just as soon as we convince her she belongs to us. A Two Marks
Prequel! Enjoy this short story that introduces the new series. Start with Wolf Ranch and come
to Two Marks, Wyoming!
Books 1 - 3 of the thrilling Wolf Ranch series! Includes: Rough - Pack Rule #1: Never reveal to
a human. Wild - Pack Rule #2: Always protect your mate. Feral - Pack Rule #3: The alpha
must mate. The best in shifter cowboys!
THE ZANDIANS STILL NEED BRIDES. It's the Zandian Lights festival, and the king declared a
free-for-all. All human females may mate without petition. Without multiple partners. Without
promises. Two warriors have pledged themselves to me, but I can't get excited about
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becoming their bride. There's only one purple-skinned male who excites me- Mykl, my master
and supervisor. The gruff male with a dislike for humans. But I've also seen heat in his eyes, a
tilt of his horns when he looks at me. So this holiday, my only wish is to snag his attention. And
maybe even his heart.
A Reverse Harem (MFMM) Alien Romance The Zandians have taken back their planet. Now
they need brides. All human females have been assigned to mates. Yes, mates, multiple. I've
been given to three handsome males--cousins. Huge, purple and horned, they act like they
want to eat me for breakfast. After what I've been through with previous slave masters, I don't
know how I'll survive this. But I have to. It's adapt or be sent off-planet, which would mean my
death, considering I'm wanted for murder. My mates cannot find out I'm not able to reproduce. I
need to keep my secret, figure out a way to survive, stay focused. But when the Zandian
warriors claim me, they make me forget my past and scream with pleasure. I can't let myself
fall for them. If they learn my secret, I'll lose more than my life. I'll lose my heart.

A daring femme proves to her friends that getting down on her knees doesn't mean she
isn't in control. And her horny lover couldn't be more happy about the demonstration.
An erotic exhibition of just how to do it. Previously published in Tasting Him, ed. Rachel
Kramer Bussel (Cleis Press, 2008); republished in Radical Encounters (Bold Strokes
Books, 2009).
I have one night to meet the mage... One night to destroy him... One night to break the
Berserker's curse... One night to save them... I woke in a field, surrounded by warriors.
The spell had brought me to the threshold of the Corpse King’s fortress. When the men
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seized me, I reached for my power, but none came to my aid. I was a thousand years
from home, a captive of the Corpse King’s guard, and I had no magic. Night of the
Berserkers is a stand alone reverse harem romance starring four huge, dominant
warriors and the witch who must free them from the Berserker curse. Read the whole
best-selling Berserker saga to see what readers are raving about… The Berserker Saga
Sold to the Berserkers Mated to the Berserkers Bred by the Berserkers (FREE novella)
Taken by the Berserkers Given to the Berserkers Claimed by the Berserkers Rescued
by the Berserker Captured by the Berserkers Kidnapped by the Berserkers Bonded to
the Berserkers Night of the Berserkers - Yseult's story (reverse harem standalone)
Owned by the Berserkers Tamed by the Berserkers Mastered by the Berserkers
Surrendered to the Berserkers (coming Fall 2021) Aegir Siebold
Stebbins Little School is full of bodies. It's unthinkable to Desdemona Fox. Children are
sobbing as panicked teachers and neighbors beat down their family members outside
of the school...or the things that used to be their family members. Parents don't eat their
children do they? Officers Fox and Hammond, along with journalist Billy Trout, are
calling it the beginning of the end. This is the zombie apocalypse. An insane escaped
serial killer is infecting Stebbins County with a deadly virus, and now the whole world is
watching while Fox, Trout, and the remaining inhabitants of Stebbins fight for their life
against...what? The undead? The President and the National Guard are ready to nuke
Stebbins, PA off the map and cut their losses. But the infection is spreading and fast.
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Worse, the scientist who created the virus is missing. It's a numbers game as the body
count rises; Fox has to contain the infected and evacuate the living before it's too late,
and the clock is ticking... Fall of Night, Maberry's nail-biting sequel to Dead of Night,
picks up where the first novel left off—on a wild goose chase for a madman and the
missing scientist who gave him new "un"-life. Chilling, gory, and hair-raisingly scary,
Maberry fans won't be able to read this fast-paced thriller with the lights off.
HE DOESN’T WANT ME TO OFFER. HE PREFERS TO TAKE. DEMAND.
CONQUER. I only intended to seduce the alien warrior. Because the game was to
survive. Ingratiate myself to a new master. I never thought I’d fall for the giant horned
warrior who rescued me from slavery. But it’s easy to make him lose control. All I have
to do is tempt him, and his need to master me takes over. His species battles to take
back their planet. All of our futures dangle by a thread. We should cling together as we
fight for freedom, but I’m afraid. When he learns my secret, it just may be the end for
us. Devour USA Today Bestselling Author Renee Rose's steamy stand-alone romance
in the interconnected Zandian Masters series today! HEA guaranteed, no cheating!
Publisher’s Note: This book contains graphic sex scenes including spanking. If such
material offends you, do not read this dark romance.
Pack Rule #3: The alpha must mate. The stronger the alpha, the greater the danger.
Moon madness could claim me any time now. I’ve looked all over the continent, gone
to mating games, but I still haven’t found the she-wolf meant to be mine. I’ve already
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become too feral in bed. I’m not safe—not for random females. Especially not the
human variety. One just moved into the ranch next door. She’s way too tempting. And
I’m way too dangerous. I have to stay away. I don’t dare get near her. Because I
would die before I ever let anything harm the little human. Including me.
I CAN’T CLAIM HER...BUT SHE WILL CALL ME MASTER. I was born blind. My genes
are defective. Unsuitable for breeding. That’s the only reason I don’t claim the alluring
human we rescued from a slave auction. I have no intention of mating her, especially
since she’s meant for another. But when she calls me Master, I can’t help but take
command. And command I will.
How to Date a Werewolf: #1 Never call him ‘Good Doggie.’ I’ve got a problem. A big,
hairy problem. An enforcer from the Werewolves Motorcycle Club broke into my house.
He thinks I know the Werewolves’ secret, and the pack sent him to guard me. #2
During a full moon, be ready to get freaky By the time he decides I’m no threat, it’s too
late. His wolf has claimed me for his mate. Too bad we can’t stand each other… # 3
Bad girls get eaten in the bedroom ...until instincts take over. Things get wild. Naked
under the full moon, this wolfman has me howling for more. # 4 Break ups are hairy Not
even a visit from the mob, my abusive ex, my crazy mother and a road trip across the
state in a hippie VW bus can shake him. #5 Beware the mating bite Because there’s no
running from a wolf when he decides you’re his mate.
SHE BELONGS TO MY ENEMY. I WON'T STOP UNTIL SHE'S MINE. Grizz: I’m the
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ultimate predator. I live by a code. Hunt or be hunted. Kill or be killed. Then I meet her.
The second I catch her scent, I know she was meant for me. She was born to wear my
mark and I was born to protect her. She belonged to my enemy until I took her. He
wants her back. He’ll wage war to get her, but no one’s taking her from me. She’s
mine, and I’m not letting her go. *This steamy stand-alone bad boy romance contains a
grumpy grizzly shifter, a beautiful fox and a whole lot of paranormal intrigue. No
cheating, happily ever after guaranteed.
TWO ZANDIAN WARRIORS. THEIR FEISTY HUMAN CAPTIVE. I can fly a fighter jet
in my sleep and kill with the fingers of one hand. I work alone. No being in the galaxy
can challenge me-- until I tangle with two Zandian warriors. They say I stole their cargo,
and they plan to take me to their planet. Make me theirs. Nobody owns me. I’m not
going to let these Zandians master me, no matter how sexy and appealing they are.
Because I have a secret mission. And if they find it out, my entire life could be over. My
name is Mirelle, and this is my story.
Pack Rule #2: Always protect your mate I protected my country. Protected my platoon.
Now all I wanted to protect was her. Too bad that wasn’t an option. I couldn’t fall for
the beautiful slip of a female. The baby sister of my brother’s new mate. She was way
too young. Way too human. Still in college. And too bright a force of nature. She had
her whole life ahead of her. And I had the Green Berets begging me to reenlist. My
wolf… he wanted her. But if I let her go without claiming her, I might not survive the
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moon madness.
Pack Rule #4: Guard your pups with your life. We hooked up one night at Cody’s
Saloon. The beautiful nurse wanted a ride, and I’d given it to her. Made her scream
and sent her home happy. She didn’t tell me there’d been consequences. She’d kept
her secret close. For months. But what she didn’t know could change everything. That
baby she carried wasn’t human. And this wolf would never walk away from his pup.
She may not have wanted me in her life, but that was too bad. I was moving
in—watching over her and providing for my family. She was under my protection now.
Whether she wanted it or not. Whether she wanted me or not.
HE DIDN'T BELIEVE IN DESTINY. UNTIL HE MET HER. When a beautiful human
slave steals Rok's ship and leaves him stranded on an abandoned planet, he's furious.
Discovering her sister is the mate to the prince of his species only makes him more
determined to find her. Lily's attraction to the huge Zandian warrior unnerves her. She's
never been moved by a male, nor interested in sex before, but Rok coaxes every bit of
emotion out of her as he demands her complete surrender. But he intends to turn her
over to the authorities, which will mean her certain death. She must find a way to
escape the handsome alien before she loses her life--or worse--her heart.
THEY'LL PUNISH. CLAIM. TEACH. Three Zandian warriors. One female assigned for
reconditioning. NOTE: This reverse harem short story was originally published in the
USA Today Bestseller Alien Alphas. It is a stand-alone story in the interconnected
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Zandian Masters and Zandian Brides series.
What people are saying about the Award-Winning BDSM book, THE BOSSMAN (Book
1 in The Bossman Series) **Winner of Eroticon USA's "Next Top Erotic Author"
contest** "A fast-paced naughty erotic romance that will tug at your heartstrings while
making you squirm." --USA Today Bestselling Author Sue Lyndon “The Bossman
combines a bad boy hero, a sympathetic heroine and spanking for a sizzling, fun read.
Nobody writes a bad boy hero like Renee Rose.” ~ Cara Bristol, USA Today
Bestselling Author From USA TODAY BEST-SELLING AUTHOR RENEE ROSE...the
BDSM mafia romance that launched the award-winning Bossman Series. Joey knows
he wants Sophie for keeps from the moment he walks into her life. She is hot, classy
and full of fire, even though submission turns her on. Unfortunately, his involvement in
the mafia is a hard limit for her.
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